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GENERAL INFORMATION

A Major source of aviation careers lieS in jobs with federal; state and
4 Local government agencies.

Civil aviation careers in they-ederal Government for men and women are
fbviud within the Department of TransportationiFederaI Aviation AdMinistra-
tioril°'the Civil Aeronautics_ Board; and a growing number of other federal *departments andagencios; All of these aviation jobs come under the
Federal Civil Service; and wage scalesare determined by Congt688; Which,from time to time;adjuStS the pay levels to bring them in line with Com-
parable jobs in private business_and industry .

into
. Salaries for Federal_Civil Service employees are established nto two chief categories:

General Schedule (for those employees who Perform administrative;
and

mana-
gerial; technical; clerical d professional_jobs and who are paid on an
annual basis) and the Federal- Wage System (for those employees who p-er-
form jobs associated with the trades and crafts and who are paid wages
on an hourly basis);

Kest Federal Civil Service employees_inthe,aviation field are covered
by the General Schedule and their salaries vary according to their grade
level (GS-1 through GS-18); Within each of the grades provided in the
General Schedule; provision is made fbr periodic pay increases based on
an acceptable-level of perfortance. With ah acceptable level of compe-
tence, the waiting period of advancement to steps two, three and four
iS_One year; steps five; six and Allkfen is'tWos-years; steps eight; nine
And ten is three years.

FOrty hours constitutes a normal work-week. Additional payment (called
premium pay) is made for shift work involving Auty between 6 o'clock p;m;
and_6 b: clock, a.m. and forworkduring SUndayS_and- holidays:* Merit pro-
motions are awarded under provisions of a CiVil Service approved merit
promotion plan.

'
MOSt federal employees under Civil Serviceparticipate:in a liberal re-
tirement Plan. Employees earn from 13 to 26 days of paid annual vacation;
depending upon the'length of service, and 13 day,of paid sick leave each
year. Health insurance; low -cost group life insurance, credit union
service; and compensation and medical care fbt injury On the job are other
benefits offered.

The latOt nUmber of aviation jobs found within the Federal Government
(oUtSide_the Department of Defense) is with the Federal AViation Adminis-
tration (FAA) of the Department of Transportation.' The FAA, with a total
of approximately- 56,000 employees, is charged with theadMinistration and
enforcement of all federal air regulations to insure the Safety of air
transportation. The FAA also promotes; guides and assists the development
of a national system of civil airports; The FAA provides pilots with
flight infOtMatibn and air traffic control services from flight planning
to landing.



AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL S)ECIALIST (FAA)

Reqiiirentents_ To Fnfor the Job: Applicants must have the

Specialized
Experience
(Years)

following quantity

Total
Experience
(Years)

and kind of experience:.'

Grin

General
Experience
(Years)

I
GS -4 2 0 2

ciS 5 3 0 3

C,5,-7 3 1 4

c3=-6 3 2 5

6S-10 3 . 22 5:

GS-11/15; 3 3 6

General Experience: ilrogressively responsible experience in administra-
tive; technical or 'other work whiphdomonstrats potential for learniny and
performing air traffic control work;

Specialized Experience: Experience in a military-or civilian air traffic
facility which demonstrated possession of-the knowIedgesi skills and
abilities.reqred to perform the level of work of the specialization for
which applica.tion is made; .

Educational and Other Substitutions for Experience:

GS-4: Study completed in an educational institution above the
high school level may be substituted on the basic of one
year of study for oneyear'of experience.

S-5: Successfpl completion of a four-year college course lead-.
ing to a bachelor's degree may be substituted in :run for
the experience required at GS-5.

GS-7: Successful completion of one year of graduate study lead- '

)_rilig to a masters degree may be substituted'in full for the
-xperience required at GS-7.

GS-7: Applicantsw4 have passed the writtentest qualify for
the experience-requirements for grade QS-7 if they:

Hold or-have held an appropriate facility rating and have
actively_ controlled air traffic in civilian or military
air traffic control terminals or ceLters;

Hold or have held-an FAA certificate as a dispatcher for
an air carrier:"

Hold or haye held an instrument pilot certificate;

Hold or have held an FAA certificate as a navigator or
have beeri fully qualified as a Navigator/Bombardier.in
the Armed Forces;
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Have 350 hours of flight time as a co -pilot or higher
and hold or have held a private pilot certificate or
equivalent Armed Forces rating;

have served as a rated Aerospace Defense Command/
Intercept Diredtor;

Meet the requirements for GS-5 and in'addition pass the
; written test with a higherscore;

Certificate and Rating Requirements: Air traffic zontrol specialists in all
specializ.ations are required to possess or obtain a valid Air Traffic COn-
tic;1 Specialist Cartificate and/or Control Tower Operator Certificate, if
appropriate. These certificates require demonstrating_ knowledge of basic
meteorologyi basic air_navigation; standard air traffic control and commun-
ications procedures;; the types and uses of aid to air navigation; and
regulations governing- air traYfic. In addition, each air traffic control
_specialist must possess or obtain a rating for the facility to which
assigned.- This facility rating requires demongtration of a knowledge of
the kind and location_of radio aids to air navigation; theterrair; the
landmarkS, the communications systeMs and dircultsianclthe-protedukes
peculiar to the area covered by the facility. All required certificates-_
andratings_must be obtained, if.not already held, within uniformly appli-
cable time limit established by agency management-

Physical Requirements; Candidates must be able to pass a phygical exami-
nation (including normal color vision). Air traffic control specialists
are required to requalify in a physical examination given annually:

'Written Test and Intery n.r: Applicants must also pass a Comprehensive
writtep test and complete a personal interview_during which alertness,
decisiveness, diction, poise -and conciseness of speech.are evaluated.

Both men and women are employed as air traffic controllers. FeW Occupa-
tions make more rigid physical and mental demands upon employees than
that of air traffic controllers. Because studies show that the unique
stills hecessary.for success as a controller diminish with age, a maxi-
mum age of 30has been established, without exception for entry into
an,FAA toper or center controller position.

Air TraffieControl Specialist at FAA Airport
:Traffic Control Tower %

Nature of the Work: The air traffic control specialists at FAA airport
traffic control towers direct'air traffic so it flpws smoothly and-af-
ficiently; The controllers give pilots taxiing and takeoff instiuctiong;
air traffic clearances, and advice based on information received from%the
National Weather Service; air route traffic control centers; aircraft pi-
1.ots and other sources. They transfer ciintrol-of'aircrafton instrument
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flights to.the Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) controller when
the aircraft leaves their airspace and receives from the ARTCC control'
of aircraft on instrument flights flying their airspace. They must be
able to recall qRickly registration numbers of-aircraft under their
control; the aircraft tk/pes and speeds; positions in the air; and also
the location of navigational aids in the area;

Working Conditions: The controllers normally work, a forty-hour week in
EAA control towers..at airportscusing radio,'radar, electronic computers,
telephone; traffia. control light; and other devices for communication.
Shift work is necessary. Each controller is responsible,- at separate
times; for: giVing.taxiing instructions to aircraft on the ground, take-
off instructions and air traffic clearances; and directing landings of

,fincoming planes. These individual duties are rotated among the_staff
about every two hours at busy locations; At hiq$y times, controllers must
work rapidly, and mental demands increase as traffic' mounts, especially
when poor flying conditions occur and traffic stacks up. Brief rest
.periods provide some relief, but are not always possible. Radar con-
trollers usually work in semi-darkness;

Where the Jobs Are: FAA employsover11;000 controllers at airport traffic
control towers located at 428 airports scattered throughout the nation,

L
mostly in areas having moderate to heavy. ir traffic. A few towers are
located outside' the contiguous United Sta z in Alaska; Hawaii; Puerto

=,
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and American Samoa; Employees are able to
relocate_to meet staffing requirements.

Wages: The starting grade is normally GS-7. Trainees are paid while
learning their jobs. The' highest grade for a nonsupervisory professiona
air traffic control specialist in the tower is GS-14.

Opportunities for Advancement: Promotion from trainee tb a higher grade
__professional controller depends upon the employee's performance and sat-
isfactory,progression in his or her trainin4 program. .Trainees who do not
successfully complete their_training courses are separated or reassigned
from their controller positions.- Increases in grade (with accompanying in-
creases in salary) for successful trainees aFe fairly rapid, but grades 1

above GS-14 are for positions of team supervisor, assistant chief, staff
officer and chief. Ding the first year, the trainee is on probation
and then she or he may advance from positions backing up professional
controllers to primary positions of responsibility. It takes a contro ler
from three.to six years of experience to 'reach the full performance le,e1:
Some proYessiOnal controllers are selected for research activities with
FAA'sNational AviationFacilitiesExperimental Center in Atlantic City,
.New Jersey. Some are also selected to serve as instructors at-the FAA
Adademy in Oklahoma City, OklahoMa.

Opportunities for Training: Trainees receive 16 weeks of instruction
at the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. After completion of the
training period, they are assigned to_develppmental positions for on-the-job
training under close supervision until successful completion of training.
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_ .

However,those who failto complete training are separated or reassigned
from their controller positions; The FAA conduct8 upgrading training pro-
grams-tor controllers continuously; Triining'in air ttaffit control con-
tinues long after the controller reaches the full porfdtitahod level.

(Outlook For The Future:..In line with predictions fOt continued growthof
all sectors of aviation the need for air traffic tdhltellers will continue.

to rise. More airports:will have the required amount of air traffic to
qualify for air traffic control:towers and additional tower Controllers
Will b needd to staff them. An increased emphasiS'On providing the
maximum amount Of safety devices will result in continued stringent
requirements foi'- controllers.

L.
Air Traffic' Control Specialist at FAA Air RoUt--

Traffic Control (Tenter

Natut- 46--f the Wetk: The air traffic control specialiAs at FAA air route
traffic control centers give pilots instructions; air traffic cleatantes,
and advide regarding- flight conditions alone tTle flight patti while the
pilot is flying :the_federal airways or operating into airports without
towers. The controllers use flight plans and keep track of progress oE
all instrument flights within the center's airspace; She or he transfers
control of aircraft on instrument flights to the controller in the adjacent
center whenthe aircraftenters that center's airspace. The controllers
also receive control of flights entering his or her area of responsibility
from adjacent centers. She or he monitors the time of each aircraft's
arrival over navigation fixes and maintains 'records of flights undqr his
or her control.

Working CandtiOns: Aar route controllers,work at FAA air route traffic
control centers fortyhours a week, using electronic computers; radio;

`radar; te-iephones, and other electronic communications devices; Shift
work is necessary.. They work in semi-darkness; and unlike the tower con--;
trollers; never see the aircraft they.control.except as "targets" on the
radarscope. In most are s, cork is demanding. Registration numbers on
all aircraft under contro as well as types, speeds; and a]!titudes are
-automatically displayed on the tadatSCOpe, but each aircraft must be
closely controlled to avoid'other aircraft."

Where the Jobs Are: FAA employs about 11,000 controllers at 21 air route
traffit control centers located throughout the nation and Guam; Panama
and Puerto Rico:

'1c.

Wages: The starting grade is normally (;s-7. TtaineeS are paid while
4earning their jobs= The highest grade for an operating professional
iir traffic coctrol specialist at a center is GS-14.
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Opportunities for Advancement: Promotion to higher grades and to pro-
fessional controller depends upon the employee's performance and satis-
factory achievement in his or her training program. Increases in grade
(with accompanyjng increases in salary) for successful trainees are
fa-irly rapid, bat'grades above GS-14 are for Positlions of team supervisori
assistant chief, staff officer and chief. During the first year; the
trainee is on probation and then he or she may advance from positions
backing up professional controllers to primary positions of responsibility.
It takes a controller from three to about six years of experience to reach
the professional level.; Appointment or movement to a position as air
traffic control data systems computer specialist is possible. ProfesSional
controllers are also selected for research activitieS with FAA's National
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center at Atlantic.City, New Jersey.
Some are also selected to serve as instructors at the FAA Academy in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Opportunities for Training: Trainees receive 14 weeks of instruction at
the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. After completion of the
training period they are assigned to developmental positions for on-the7
job training under close supervision until' successful completion of train-
ing; However, those who fail to complete training are separ4ted or re-
assigned from their controller positions. The FAA conducts upgrading__
training programs for col' Aers continuously. Training in air traffid
control continues long after the controller reaches the full performance
level.

Outlook for the Future: In line with predictions for continued growth
of all sections of aviation, the heed for air traffic controllers will
continue to rise. As airports_ generate greater volumes of air traffic
and as emphasis on providing the maximum amount of safety grows, there
will be a continuing requirement for additional controllers at air route
traffic control centers. However, automation has offset the increase in
workload; andthis will affect the number of controllers needed at the
centers.

Air Traffic' Control Specialists at FAA Flight
Service Stations

Nature of the Work: The air traffic control specialists at FAP flight
service stations render pre-flight, in-flight and emergency assistance to
all pilots_on request. They give information about actual weather condi-
tions and forecasts for'airportsand flight paths; relay air traffic con-
trol instructions between controllers and pilots; assist pilots in emergency
situations; and initiate Searches for missing or overdue aircraft.

Working Conditions: Shift work is necessaryi They use a telephone, radio
and' teletypewriter, direction finding and radar equipment. They work in

office situations close to communications equipment for forty hours as a

normal work-week.
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Wnere the Jobs Are: FAAflight`service stations drefound at nearly_300
airport locations throughout the United States, Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico. About 4;500 flight service specialists are employed.

Wages: The starting grade is normally GS-7. TraitiEeS are paid while
learning their jobs; The highest.grade for the flight service SOedialist
is GS-11:

Dpportunities for Training: Trainees receive 15 weeks Of instruction at_
the FAA Academy_in Oklahoma City; Oklahoma After completion of the ttaih-
ipg period; they are assigned to dowelopmental positions fet on- the -job
training under close supervision until succeesful completion of training.
However; those who fail to complete training are Separated or tea88iipee
from their positions. The FAA conducts uograding training programs. for ,

specialists continuously Training -in air ttaffiL control continues lbhg
after the specialist reaches the full performance level:

01Tortunities for Advancement: Exben6nt opportunities exist for the
employee who successfully progresses in his or her training tb attain
higher grade levels as she or he gains experience and as the responsi-
bilities and the complexity of duties increases: Beginning as a trainee
in the flight service station; he or she may advance to an assistant
chief, and then to deputy chief or chief of the facility; AS a fUrther
upward stepi,a few positions at higher grade levels are available in FAA
regional offices with administrative responsibilities over all flight
service stations within the area's jurisdiction;

Outlook For the Future: The number of specialists at flight service
stations is not expected to increase as are jobs in other areas of air
traffic control employment. Flight service stations will serve larger
areas with the greater use of long distanceteleAone and other communica-
tions devices. Even though the number of opportunities for jobs for these
specialists is not expected to increase greatly; these jobs will be more
challenging as automation is introduced and they will be stepping stones
to air traffic controller careers in FAA-operated airport traffic,control
towers and at air route traffic control centers.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN (FAA

Nature of the Work:, The electroni.-: technician (FAA) installs and main-
tains electronic equipment required for aerial navigation; communications
bc!.1ween aircraft and ground services; and control of aircraft movements
to assure safety in the air and smoothly floWing air traffic: This in-
volves' work with radar; radio; computers; wire communications systems;
and other electronic devices at airports-and along the network of federal
airways. It includes prhventive maintenance (inspection of equipment;

)'
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meter reading, replacement of deteriorating parts, adjustments) and
corrective maintenance (trouble-shooting, repair and replacement of mal-
functioning equipment). Electronic technicians may also specialize in
design, development, and evaluation of new types Of electronic equipment
for the federal airways.

WarkinzCondi_tiona. They usually work out .of an Airway Facilities_
Sector Field Office with other technicians whose work is directed by
a supervisor. The office is frequently located at an airport and the
equipment for which the office is responsible is within a 30 or 40 mile
radius of the airport -- in control towers, air route traffic control
centers; flight service stations, or in openfields and even on remote
mountaintops: Some of the work must be performed outdoors in all kinds
of weather: Forty hours comprise a regular work week; With shift4WOtk
and weekend work rotated:

Where the;Job8 Are: The Federal Aviation Administration employs thou-
sa ectrorilic technicians: Most electronic technicians work in

4040fi es or "sectors" scattered all over the country. Some work is
._

located at the FAA's National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
which is engaged in electronic research and development projects.

Wages: The entr,Int_u level starts dt,.GS-5: I--
i

Opportunities for Advancement: The employee has ,opportunities to pro-
gress to higher grade levels depending upon the comple,ity of her or his
duties; the degree of supervision received or exercised; and the growing
knowledge and skills used in the performance of the work: Supervisory
positions are available at sector; area; and regional offices: Promo-
tion to managerial jobs at FT Headquarters is possible:

Requirements To Enter The Job: Age eighteen is the minimum age: Exper-
ience and education or training in 4lectronics (a knowledge of basic
electronic theory and related mathematics; transmitters and receivers;
use of test equipment; techniques of troubleshooting and circuitry analy-
sis; use of tools; and installation practices) are required: The greater
the degree of education and/or experience; the higher the entrance level.
Applicants mut have had a minimum experience of the kinds and amounts
indicated in the table below for each grad6. Excess "specialized"
experience may be credited as "general" experience. Some types of
civilian or military education; related to the option for which applica-
tion is made, may be substitutd for the specialized experience requirement.



Grade

-C)-

General Specialized Total
Experience Experience Experience
Ve-aa0 (Years) (Years)

GS-5
GS-6 3

GS-7 3

G-8 3

GS-9 3

GS-II gi'12 3"

11/2

2

3

3

31/2

4

41/2

5

6

In addition; the applicants must show an ability to work without_ supervision
and to write reports. They must be able to pass a physical e...amination and
be free from color blindness. A technician may, in connection with the per-
formance of regular (duties; be required to drive a Government-owned auto-
mobile or truck;

4Opportunities for Training: Basic training is available at technical and
vocational schools offering courses in electronics. Upon assignment to an
FAA sector office; the new employees undergo a short period of on-the-job
training to familiarize them with FAA equipment and procedures and then
may receive several months of training at the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City.
The Academy offers correspondence courses to support technical training
effgrts; and many of these correspondence courses are prerequisites to
assignment for advanced courses at the Academy; The technician receives
regular salary and a subsistence allowance while in training at the
Academy. Basic training and experience for FAA employment may also be
obtained during active duty in the military services;

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN (AIRSPACE SYSTEM INSPECTION) (FAA)

Technicians appointed for airborne technical/electronics duty are required
to fly in government aircraft as a member of a' crew with Airspace System
InspeCtion Pilots for data collection; evaluation and/or engineering pur-
poses during the inflight inspection of.navigational aids. Applicants
should indicate on their applications their willingness to fly; Basically;
the requirements and salary scales ar,, the same as for the Electronic

fl

Technician.

AVIATION SAFETY INSPECTOR (FAA) (GS-5/15)

'Aviation Safety Inspectors (Operations)
Aviation Safety Inspectors (Airworthiness)
Aviation Safety Inspectors (Manufacturing)

Aviation- safety inspectors_;develop, administer, and enforce regulations
and standards concerning civil aviation safety, including (1) the air-
worthiness of aircraft and aircraft systems, (2) the competence of pilots,
mechanics, and other airmen personnel, and (3). safety aspects of aviation



facilities equipMent and procedures; These positions require knowledge
and; skill in the operation; maintenance or manufacture of aircraft and
aircraft systems.

Requirements to Enter These Jobs: Candidates:must have had experience
for general experience.)as described below. (Education may be substituted

:General' Specialized Total
Experience 'Experience Experience

Grade (Years) (Years) (Yeaxs)

GS-5 3 3

GS-7 3 1 4

GS-9 3 2 5

GS-11/15 3 3 6

General Experience: General experience is that which has provided famil-
iarity with aircraft operation or the ayiation industry; The 'following
are examples of qualifying general expeience:

Pilot or crew member in civil or military aviation
Civilian or military air traffic controller
Aviation mechanic or repairperson
Avionics or electronics technician
Skilled machinisti assembly person; or inspector
in T)roduction of aircraft, aircraft parts or
ay...onics equipment

Substitution_ of Education: 'For all positions in this seriesi successful
completion of cost-high school education in related fields such as engi-
neering, aeronautics, or air transportation may be substituted for the
required general experience. Education may be substituted at the rate
of one academ7c year of full time study for nine months of general exper-
lenbe; up to the maximum of three years of general experience.

Specialized Experience: Specialized experience is that which has pro-
vided knowledges and skills for work in the specialty field -- operations,
airworthiness, or manufacturing. In_addition, specialized experience must
have provided a broad knowledge of the aviation industry, the general
principles of aviation safety, and the Federal laws, regulations and ;.

policies regulating aviation. Examples of qualifying specialized exper-
ience are described under the appropriate specialty area.

Level of Experience:, Candidates for positions at grades GS-11 and below
must have had at least six months of specialized experience at a level or
difficulty /and responsibility comparable to that of the next lower grade
in the Federal service, or one year equivalent to the second lower grade.
Candidates for grades GS-r12 and above must have had at least one year of
specialized experience of difficulty and responsibility comparable to
that of the next lower grade.



For any grade, the required
in itself be accepted as proo
didate's total record of-exper
he or she possesses tile' abilit

of experience and education will not
qualification for a position. The:can-
e and education must detbrittrate that

o perform the duties of the position.

Physical Requirements: ... :_tes must be physically able to_perform
efficiently_ the duties of the position They must have good distant
vision in each eye and be able to read without strain printed material
the size of typewrittencharacters; glasses permitted. ;Ability to hear
the conversational voice with or without a hearing aid_iS required. Any
physical condition which would caust the applicant to be a haZarcLto
himself or herself or'others or which would interferk with he hiS
ability to fly as a passenger in a variety of airplanbs will
he or she for appointment In addition; candidates for positions that
require participation in the operation of aircraft must possess a cur-
rently valid first.-class medical certificate in accordance with the
regulations of the FAA Incumbents of these positions muStpa8g re-
current medical examinations ,.may be prescribed by the FAA

Basis of Rating: No written examination is requirecL Candidate8 will
be rat4d-e-ape a scale of 100, on the extent and quality of their experience
and training. Ratings will be based upon candidates statemEnts in their
applications and upon additional information that may be obtained by the
Qffice of Personnel Management. For positions that involve specialization
in flight,operationsi the nature', amount and recency of flight time as a
pilot or flight instructor will be given substantial weight in ranking
candidates.

Interview: Before appointment, candidates may be required to appear
for an interview. The purpose is to observe and evaluate certain per-
Sonal characteristics to determine whether candidates possess the follow-
ing essential qualities:

Ability to express ideas logically and accurately and
tb_Speak effectively and convincingly.

Ability to operate successfully and easily in group
situations.

Candidate8 ShbUld be evaluated on the basis of the extent to which their
experience and training provided knowledges and skills necessary for
positions for which they are being considered. The following are elements
of aviation safety positions that the candidates' background should
have provided:

Broad knowledge of specialization
Independence and responsibility
Skill in evaluation and fact-finding
Ability to advise and guide others
Skill in reading comprehension and report writing

13.
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Selective Placement: ror positions that require particular knowledges and
skills, consideration may be restricted tothose candidates whose badkground:
indicate that they possess those knowledges and skills. For example, Avia-
tion Safety Inspector (Operations) positions may require ability to operate
a specific type of jet aircraft or helicopter in which case consideration
may be restricted to candidates who have ratings in that type of aircraft.
Another example, positions that primarily require knowledge and skill in
maintenance of avionics equipment may be restricted to candidates whose
backgrounds demonstrate knowledges and skill in the avionics area., Alter-
natively, separate registers may be established for eaigibles with
avionics expertise.

Working COndit-iOnS: The jobs require considerable travel, asinsPectionsc
consultations and investigations must be made at various facilities and
locations 3r at the scenes of accidents. Forty hours constitutes a nor-
mal work week. Change of assignment-from one duty station to another is
required as staffing demands.

Where The Jobs Art-&: Inspectors operate out of Air Carrier District
Offices, General Aviation District Offices and Flight Standards Dis-
tridt Offices. These are located.throughout the country. Five Inter-
national Field Offices have the same functions as the FSDOs.

oppti_t_t_=_Itlw.5_1til,Iiidelvamt: Outstanding inspectors may be promoted
to the next higher level with increased responsibilities and salary; An
inspector demonstrating managerial ability may become a section or branch
chief. She or he may also become an'instbctor at the FAA Academy;

Outlook For The Future: In line with predictions for continued growth
of all sectors of aviation; the need for aviation safety inspectors will
continue to rise.

Aviation Safety Inspectors (Operations)

Nature of the Work: Persons appointed tothese'positions apply knowledges
and skills acquired as airmen (pilots, navigators, flight instructors, etc.)
to develop aid administer the regulations and safety standards pertaining
tolthe operation of aircraft. Their primary duties include: (1) examining
airmen for initial certification and continuing competence; (2) evaluating
airmen training programs, equipment and facilities; and (3) evaluating the
operations aspect of programs of air carriers and other commercial a.0'i41.orl
operat.ions.

Requirements To Enter The o : Examples of qualifying. specialized
expePtence are:

(1) Pilot (or co-pilot) experience that provided comprehensive
knowledge of operations requirements, facilities, practices,
procedures and flight activities of scheduled or supplemental
air carriers, commercial operators, executive operators, air
taxis, air travel clubs, or other civilian Or military
activities.

14
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-:
Flight instructor in Civilian or military training Sdhbel.

Cr

Flight test pilot or flight inspector involved in enforcing
regulations concerning the safe operation of aircraft.

(4) Aviatibn operations inspector.

For those positions in which the
craft navigators, the experience
used in place of this standard.:

Certificates aria Ratings:

duties involve primarily developihq air=
requirements given for navigator will be

(1) Operations general aviation: Candidates for posititins
that require_flight operation of aircraft in the general
viation fielcg must hold a current Commercial Pilot Cer-
tificate with single and multi-engine land and instrument
ratings, and hold a current Flight Instructor cettificat-e
with airplane single and multi-engine and instrument
ratings.

(2) Opetatiths- air carrier: Candidates for positions that
require flight_operation of aircraft in the it carrier
field must -hold a current Airline Transport Pilot.Cortifi-
tate or hold a current Commercial Pilot Certificate with
multi-engine land and instrument ratings; and be eligible
'for an Airline Transport Pilot Certificate;

Opportunities for Training: Flight training may be
service or at private or university operated flight

_;pilot's license and for multi-engine _an4 instrument
time; retraining is required as new devAopmgnts in
equipmentappear;_-

3i

obtained in the military
schools for commercial
ratings.' From time -to
aircraft engines and

Aviation Safety Inspectors (Airworthiness)

Nature of_theWork; Persons appointed to these peSitions apply knov4edges'
and skills acquire as repair persons of aircraft and aircraft parts 9r. y .

avionics equipment/to develop and administer regulations and safety standards
pertaining to the airworthiness and maintenance of aircraft and related
systems. Their primary duties include: (1) evaluating mechanics and repair
facilities for initial certification and continuing adequacy, (2) evaluating

.mechanics training programs; (3) inspecting aircraft and related Systems
for airworthiness; and (4) evaluating the maintenance aspects of programs
of air carriers and other commercial operators including the adequacy of
maintenance facilities, equipment and procedures, the bompetence bfpersdnnel;
the adequacy of the program or schedule for periodic maintenance and over-
hauls; and the airworthiness of aircraft:
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Requirements to Enter the Jdh: Examples of qualifying experience are:

(1) Experience ihVOlVihg technical supervision or management of
the maintenance and repair of aircraft, aircraft engines; or
aircraft electronida communication and ni.vigation systems__
and equipment of aircraft with responsibility for airworthi-
ness following_ federal aviation or military regulations and

safety standards. This experience must demonstrate a broad
and comprehenSiVe knOWledge Of maintenance of aircraft or
aircraft systems. It must also demonstrate an ability to
gain cooperatiOn at ManageMeht levels in complying with and
supporting proper maintenance standards.

(2) Aviation safety inspector or air safety investigator con-
cerned with aircraft powerplants, structures or systems.

(3) Experience gained as a field service representative of a
manufacturer of aircraft systems and equipment:may be
accepted up to a maximum of one year

ti

Certificatesand Ratings -: Candidates for position at GS-9 and above that
require_ khOWledge and skill in tA maintenance of aircraft (except posi-

tions that involve primarily avionics equipment) must hold an FAA Mechanic

'Ciertificate with airframe and powerplant ratings.

Opportunities for Tra_irdhat Basic training as an aircraft mechanid or in-
electronics and communications systems repair in a technical or.vocational

school is a starting point; College level work in aeronautical engineering

or aeronautical maintenance or electrical or electrOnic engineering is
I....

preferred. FrOt time to time; retraining is required as new developments N

in aircraft, engines and equipment appear.

Aviation Safety Inspectors (Manufacturing)

Nature of the- Work: Persons appointed to these positions apply;priMarily
khOWledget and skills pertaining to the design and 'Production of aircraft,

aircraft parts; and avionics equipment to develop_and administer regula-

tions and safety standards pertaining to the original airworthiness of air-

traft; aircraft parts and avionics equipment. Their primary duties in-

clude! (1) inspecting prototypelor modified aircraft, aircraft parts, and

avionics equipment for conformity, With_designspecifications; (2) inspecting

production operations including e quipment, facilitie3, techniques and

quality control prograbs for capability to produce the aircraft or parts

in conformance with design specifications and safety standards, and (3)

making original airworthiness determinations and issuing certificates for

all civil aircraft including modified, import, export; military surplus,

and amateur-built aircraft.

Requirements to Enter Thd -J-615-: Examples of qualifying specialized

expertence are:

16
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(1)- Eporieri-ce involving quality control of the Manufacture
of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, Or major air-
-craft assemblies produced undel' the requireAnts Of federal
aviation regulations.

-

( ) For grades GS-11 and above, this experience must have
demonstrated th _ability to evaluate and provide technical
guidance and dir ction to the quality control program of
a manufacturer producing aircraft; aircraft engines, pro=
pellers, Or major aircraft assemblies; ThiS experience may
have been acquired in s ch positions as quality control en-
gineer, quality control ervisor; or service-representa-
tive With quality control- upervisory experiencd.

Opportuniti-da fbr Training: 'A college degree in aeronautical, production
or industrial engineering is the best preparation for entry into jobs at Yigher
levels. Technical or vocational school training in various_ trades associ-
ated IZith aircraft manufacturing (drafting, sheet metal work, air condition-
ing; olettridal systems; etc.) leading to jobs in aircraft manufacturing
can give .minimbh backgrOund and experience: From time to time, retraining
is required as new developments in aircraft; engines and equipment appear.

AIRSPACE SYSTEM INSPECTION PILOT (FAA)

Nature of the. Work: The airspace system inspection pilots conduct in-
flight inspections of grOUndbased'air navigational facilities to determine
if they are operating correctly. They pilot multi-engine high performance
jet aircraft with specially installed ultrasophisticated; comPuterized;
and automated electronic equipment_ to_ serve as a flying electronic labora-4
tory orLday and night flights, bOth visual and instrument flight rules;

-recording and analyzing facility performance, and reporting potential
hazards to air navigation for correction. The pilot' assists in ccident
investigations by making special flight tests of any FAA navigational aids
involved; He or she maintains, iaisbn with aviation interests regarding
the installation; operation and use of air_navigation facilities, but is
mostly involved with the FAA people Who maintain the navaids.

Working Conditions: The job requires considerable travel,. as flights _

-c over-naviga tion- aids-supporting federal airways atid civil --and-military-
airports which are located geographically throughout the entire United
States. The basic work-week consists of forty hours.

Where the Jobs Are:' She or he works out of one of seven Flight Inspection
Field Offices within the conterminous48.United StateS. UpOn reaching the
journeyman fevel of proficiency one could; at his or her option, bid on a
job in one of the flight inspection offices in Alaska, HaWali, Tokyo or
Germany.
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Wages: The entry level is GS-9.

Opportunities for Advancement: An employee enters as a trainee, then
advances to the job of second-pilot on an in-flight inspettiOn_or_at air
navigation facilities. The next step is that of superviSory airplane
pilot who supervises the flight inspection crew and evaluates the re-
port findings on navigation systems. The_top jobs, lcicaled_in field
offices, are those of supervisors respqnsible for the overall program
accomplishment of the field offices. If assigned to_a Flight Inspection
Field Office, the emplgyee can advance_through_second7pilot to airspace
and procedures specialiSt responsible for developing instrument approach,
terminal and en route air traffic procedures_orhe or_she'may move up
to become senior flight inspector and aircraft commander, supervising_
flight crews and res4lts of inspection missions. ManagerS of the field
offices are the top jobs.

.

EPequirements to Enter The Job: EXperience as a pilot in general, air
carrier or, military aviation iS required. F Xperience requirements are
specified in terms of flying time, certificates and ratihqs; rather
than in number of years of_experience. As a minimum, she or he must
hold a valid commercial piloye-l-t-ificate with multi-engine rating and
instrument ratings.

Total Pilbt-In -Multi- InstOWuMent Last 12

Time Command Engine Night Months

GS-9 1200 250 100 100 100

GS-11 1500 250 500 150 100

Flying_time in 4v category may ba.as pilot or co-pilot except for the
pilot-in-command hours specifically required. The instrument/night re-
quitement must include at least 40 hours of actual instrument weather
time. Experience as an air traffic controller, chief test pilot, chief
pilot of an FAA certificated flightschooltr designated pilot examiner
may be substituted for not more than 50 hours of the flying time required

for the la-st 12 months. The pilot must have a valid first class FAA
medical certificate and must requalify periodically in physical examina-
tions to maintain employment in this job:

OppOrttnities for Training: Flight instruction may be obtained from

private_
or university-operated- Bight -schools or__from.the_milry-services._

FLIGHT TEST PILOT (FAA)

Nature_ of_ the Work: The flight test pillt (FAA) thecks_the_airworthiness
of aircraft through inspection, flight testingk and evaluations of flight

performance, engine operation'aind flight characteristics of either prototype

aircraft or modifications of production aircraft and aircraft components
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that are presented for FAA-type certification; The flight test pilot
supervises FAA-designated/flight-test representatives and participates
in investLgations of accidents and violations of the Federa Air
Regulations.

Working Conditions: This employee flies new types of aircraft under_all
kinds of conditions to test their performance; Considerable travel is
required and his or her duty station may be changed from time to time
as circumstances require.

Where The Jobs Are: The jobs are located in areas where aircraft menu-,
facturing plants are situated. They are chiefly. in California, Washington,
Missouri, Maryland Texas,.Kansas, Florida and New York.

Wag: The_entry_level is GS-9. Entrance salary will vary with the
degree of the applicant's experience and training.

Opportuhltles fbr Advancement: The flight test pilot may progress to
branch chief positions in the engineering or manufacturing areas; An
administrative post_ with respect to all FAA tIight test pilots at FAA
HeadqUarters or perhaps an assignment with the National Aviation Facil-
ities Experimental_ Center (the research and development arm of FAA) may
provide opportunities for an administrative flight test engineering job;

?

Requirements_ For T-11: Jbb: Three_years of general experience as a pilot
or co-pilot in any civilian or military major aircraft operation is re-
quired; Also required is one_to threq4orears of special experience in
the aircraft manufacturing-industry or in-the military or civil service
of the Federal Government as a flight test pilot, aeronautical engineer
or flight test engineer. The_special experience must include engineering
flight testing of experimental types of_aircraft or the solutiOn of
technical engineeri5o problems at a professional level. The pilot must
have experience in obtaining and evaluating flight data related to flight
performance; flight characteristics, engine *ration, andother per-
formance details of the prototype or modifications of production aircraft.
Experience as an instructor in engineering flight testing of.aircraft is
_also required; The higher entry grades require completion of a flight
test pilot course, such as a military flight test school ckthe FAA flight
test pilot course; College study in aeronautical, electrical, electropic
or mechanical engineering; mathematics or physics may be-sUbstituted for
some of the general experience requirements. He or she must have a_first

_class_FAA=medical_certificate_pius.....1,_500..to 2,000 _hours of.. flight time,
a commercial pilot _license; and single engine, multi-engine and instru-
ment ratings. Shear he must pass physical exams at regular intervals to
retain the job.

Opportunities for Training: Flight training with advanced training at a
military flight test school may he obtained in the military service; Flight
training through commercial pilot's license with appropriate ratings may
be obtained from private or 'scho 1-connected flying schools and institutes:
A college degree inpaeronautical gineering with flight training is Preferred;

19
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MAINTENANCE MECHANIC (FAX)(

Nature of the Work: There are a number of employees classified under the
Federal wage System schedule: These employees'perform jobs associated with
the trades and crafts and are paid on an hourly basis. One example is the
maintenance mechanic (FAA); They maintain aids to air navigation such as
the approach light systems serving airport runways. They also work on the
structural; electrical, and mechanical devices that are major parts of
other facilities. This includes,maintenance and repair of heating, air
conditioning and ventilating systems; electrical generating and power
distribution systems; and the buildings and antenna structures that house
a wide variety of FAA facilities; The job involves carpentry', painting,
plumbing, electrical, and masonry construction, and installation, repair
arid- maintenance of air conditioning, heating or power-genekating equipment.

Working Conditions: Work is indoors or outdoors as tNe jobs require. Work_
may be on outdoor structures of heights up to 300 foot. The basic wok week
consists of forty hours; The employee must be able to drive a truck to
joh.-_, in outlypIg areas;

Where The Jobs Are:. Such jobs are located in all areas of the U.S.;
Puerto Rico, the Virgin islands, sand anywhere that FAA air navigational
aids and air traffic control towers and centers are situated.

Wages: diourly wages vary, according to experience and 'the prevailing
rates paid wherethe jobs are located;

Requirements To Enter The Job: The employee must have four years ofpro-
gressively responsibfe experience in two or more of the, following occupa-
tional. groups: machinist, machine repair person, automobile mechanic,
carpenter, woodworker, electrician; electric motor repair Person, painter,
air conditioning and refrigeration repair person, heating equipment, and
power generating repair person. Training in a trade school may be sub--.
stituted for some of the required experience. Candidate must have a
driver's license.

.

Oapert-UnitieS For Training: Training can be acquired in'high school
industrial arts classes and in vocational or technical schools.

ENGINEER

General- : The....FAA,..as well .as the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Department of Defense,employs engineers of all spe-
'cialties to work on research and development problems in aviation, such as
V/STOL (very short takeoff and landing) aircraft, aircraft sound, the sonic
boom, hypersonit aircraft, andlBewequipment arid devices to increase avia7
tion.safety. Engineers also pr3Vide guidance in airport design, construction,
operation and maintenance.

Nr-
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Nature of the Work: The facilities, deVices and machines needed by the
Federal Aviation Administration to carry on its work require the services
of a number of engineering specialists;

(1) The Aerospace (Aeronautical) Engineers develop, interpret,
and administer safety regulations relatingrto airworthiness_
of aircraft and their accessories; They analyze and eval-
uate manufacturers' designs; set up"test procedures, ob-
serve tests; and furnish engineering advice, to manufacturers.
They deal with such problems as vibration; flutter; stabil-
ity.; control; weight and balanceh aerodynamic Characteristics;

,

etc'.

(2) The Electrical Engineers deal with power supplydistribu=
tion and standby power generation required for the operation
of air navigational aids. TRey are also involved in the de-
sign and evaluation of airport and runway lighting and
electrical equipment aboard aircraft.

(3) The Electronic Engineers are concerned with designing im-.
proved electronic navigational aids and communications
systems. They may design; develop; modify; or oversee in-
stallation, calibration and maintenance of ground and air-
borne electronic equipment. They recommend locations of aids.

/

(4) The Mechanical Engineers are concerned with design of
gasoline and.diesel power plants for standby power genera-.
tion in.case of emergencies. They are also concerned with
heating, ventilating; and air conditioning equipment at FAA
insEallations. Some mechanical engineers check out such
things as the performance of new types of aircraft engines,
fuel systems, and fire detection devices.

(5) The Civil Engineer involved in -the airports program deals
With a,broad range of airport designy'construction, and
maintenance matters. FAA involvement in these matters is in
the area of pfoviding advice and guidance to civil airport
developers with particular emphasis on airports developed with
Federal grants-in-aid..

Working Co-Aditions: The engineer works. at a desk in an engineering labora-
tory.or outdoors conducting or obseving tests of equipment during a forty-
hour week; Travel'May be required ats the engineer consults With aircraft
and engine manufacturers and with. suppliers of all kinds of equipment re-
lated to the engineering.speciality. Engineers may travel to consult
with state and city officials who need Federal funds for building or im-
proving airports and to military bases where equipment is tested.
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Where The Jobs Are: Engineering jobs are located at ?AA Headquarters,
district, and regional offices, at NASA Headquarters and.centers, and
at certain military bases scattered throughout the.nation.

Wages: GS-5 to GS-14 are beginning salaries, donendirg. upon previous
. texperience and educational background;

Opportunities for advancement: Promotion is normally from within.

Requirements For The Job: A B.S1 degree in engineering is required, or
four years of technical engineering experience and training that provides
technical knowledge equal to that possessed by a araduate engineer. done
(to three additional years of experience are required depending upon entry

.

grade level.

Opportunities For Training: Engineering training may be obtained from
colleges offering courses in the specialized engineering field;

ENGINEERING AID OR TECHNICIAN

Nature of the Work: Depending upon the specialty, the engineering aid
or technician assists engineers by drafting engineering plans; conduct-
ing efficiency and performance tests, making calculations, setting up
laboratory equipment and instruments, and preparfng technical reports,
specifications and estimates.

Working Conditions: The basic work-week is forty hours. Travel may be
required as the technician consults with aircraft and engine manufacturets
and with suppliers of all kinds of equfloment related -to her or his engi-
neering. specialty., He or she may travel to consult with state and city
officials who need Federal funds for building or improving airports and
to military bases where equipment is tested.

Where The Jobs A : The jobs are located at FAA facilities and al FAA's
National Aviatio, Fatilities Experimental Center at Frantic City, New
Jersey, at NASA Headquarters and centers, and at certain military baseS
scattered throughout the nation.

Wag -0-S: The starting salaries for engineering aids are GS-1 to GS-3 and
for engineering technicians GS-4 to GS-12, depending upon previous exper-
ience and educational background.
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Requirement's To Enter The Job-:

Grade

.

General
Experience
(Years)

Specia_ized
Experi3nce
(Years)

r

Total
Experienc0

(Yea r.-S)

.-GS-1 0 0
.

. n
GS-2

1/2 0
GS-3 1 ;,- 0 1
GSL4 11.i 2
GS-5 2 1 3
GS-6 , 2 2. 4
GS-7 2 3 5
GS-8 & 2 4 6
Above

Engineering technicians :nay be certified by the Institute for Certification
of Engine4ri:Ig Technicians,. an organization sponsored by the National Society
of professional Engineers; They may be certified as Junior Engineering
Technician, Engineering Technician, or Sehibr Engineering. Technician.

Opportunities for Trainina

The technician or aid may study his or he: Specialty at a vocationAI or
t;,7-chnibal school, junior/community college, or a four:--ycar college.

OTHER_TROFESSIOTIAT, EMPLOYEES (FAA*,

The FAA also requires the Serm,ices oL profeSSional_people other than
engineers. Aviation medicine is a most important function and'physicians
who hive chosen aviation medicine as a speCia?ty_beybhd their geniral
medical education are employed by the FAA in liMited numbers. These
physicians study such thing* as the effects of flying on the hunan body,.
the need for oxygen above certain-altitudes; the effeetS of fatigue on
pilot performance; vision and hearing standards; the tension -end stress
factors as56diateciwith the air traff7,.ocontroller's job, and the
ards of the various classes Jf medical eXamihationsreqUited for pilots
and other members of flight crews.

.A wide-scope of professionals are represented.in-FAA. These incrUde air-
ort safety- specialists, urban planners,. mathematicians,_,

statisticians, program ciffider.i management analysts,_ and budget analyst

The FAA requires logistic support for all its lAograms; particularly in
maintenance'the area of establishment, Operatien and a of. air navigation

and traffic control facilities Persorinel plan;,and-,manage programs for
the establishment andListallAtidh of fAcil±ties, acquire real and
personal proptrty needed to establish, operate and maintain facilities;
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and rovide all aspects of property and material management. To do so,
FAA employs personnel such as logistics program planners and managers,
real property specialists, inventory and supply managers, procurement
analysts, contracting specialists, transportation officers, and purchasing

i clerks.

The FAA also employs lawyers to write Federal Aviation Regulations, to
interpret them, and to represent the FAA in legal controversies. It em-
ploys many other kinds of workers found in business and industry such as
accountants, public information officers, librarians, photographers, and
supporting personnel such as receptionists, secretaries, typists, office
machine operators, mail room clerks, and data computer programmers and
operators. in addition, the FAA operates two Federal airports in the
Washington, D. C., area and employs runway, building and ground maintenance
personnel as well as an airport administrative staff.

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
(Department of Transportation)'.

The National Transportation Safety Board acciden investigators interview
survivors and witnesses and examine aircraft-. rts, instruments, and en-
gines. They also review maintenance and flight records to determine the
probable cause of airplane accidents.

-CIVIL AERONAUTICS- BOARD (CAB)

The Civil Aeronautics Board is another federal agency concerned with
aviation, particularly commercial air transportation. It empleys law-
yers to develop regulations, to make decisions about airline routes and
faresi_and to represent the U.S. in some kinds of international airline
legal_discussions,z- _The aviation lawyers receive a general law education,
and after patsing their bar examinations begin their special practice
in aviation law. The CAB also employs economists and statisticians who
gather -and interpret statistics so decisions can be made about changes
in airline fares, routes and services.

U. S. MILITARY _SERVICES

The U.S. military-services are large employers Of civilians for jobs in
aviation, such as aircraft mechanics, engineers, technicians, and general

~- .office workers such as secretaries and typists. These ciVilian.jobs
come under the Federal Civil Service and employees do many:of the same'
kinds of work and receive the same wages and benefits as their counter-
parts in the FAA or other federal government departments and agencies.,

24
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There are many aviation career opportunities in the military services forOnlited personnel and officers,bbth men and women. The Air FOtte, of
course, offers the greatest nUMber of training and-employment opportUnitiesto fly at a pilot or to work as an aircraft mechanic, air traffic controller,electronic technician; flight nurse, or meteorological technician, to namea feW. Navy and Marine aviation alto have their counterpart jobs to thosein the Air Frce; Armyaviation is mostly connected with Operation_andMaintenance of helicopters and subsdnit light planes and requires flight
crews and ground service people and weather specialists to support itsaerial operations; Many of these military aviation jobs fit the service
Man or woman for similar jobs in civilian life; if he or she chooses toleaVe the service. For examplF, flying officers released by the military
service's, especially the Air Force, have constituted the major source ofsupply of airline pilots in recent years. An Air Transport Attociation
survey revealed thata high percentage of all airline pilots employed hadhad theiriivincipal training in the Military service:

OTHER FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

Many Other federal government depattMents, bureaus and agencies operate_aircraft to carry on their work more effectively. For example; the Fith
and Wildlife Service of the DepartMent_of the Interior uses airplanes to
make Wildlife census; the Department of Agriculture's Forest Service
uses aircraft to check on aerial forest spraying contracted to commercial
operators or:to oversee forest-fighting procedures; the Immigration and
NatUtalitation Service-of the Departteht bf_Justice uses aircraft to de-
tect people entering the U.S: illegally; and the U.S. Coast Guard operates
airttaftfbk search and rescue purposes: AithOugh pilot and mechanic
jobs within these agencies are comparatively feW in number; they are men -
tioned to tbitiplete the full picture of aviation career opportunities within
the Fodetal Civil Service.

Pilots for tnete federal government agencies flyaiktkaft to transport
office staff members_ and supplies; perform aerial surveys, -make wildlife
census; etc. as required by their particular government office. They fly
in single or Multi-engine aircraft during day or night:, as required, and
over all kinds of terrain in all kinds of flyable weather.

The jobs, are based throughout the country where ever the departmerit op-
erations require.i PilOts must have'from 1;200 to 2;500 flying hours OX=

_

perience; including extended cross-coilntry-flights over land and/or water
during which they port .I'Ltheir own navigating. They must be able to patt
a First Class or a Se.JAdClass_ FAA physical examination every six or_
twelve months; respectively._ The annual salary ranges GS-9 to GS-12,
depending Upon experience and educational background.
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NATIONAL WEATHER SERWICE_
METEOROLOGISTS AN METEOROLOGICAL TECHNICIANS

Aviation is one of the largest_ consumers of weather. information; Flight

and weather are so interrelated that many people in aviation look upon the

weather person as a member of the aviation team. ThtS; the meteorologist
deserves at, least some mention in any discussion'Of vocations in aviation;

(even though these functions are not, of course, entirely for the benefit

of the aviation community.

Nature of the Work: In gene*al,: the meteorologist who works most closely
with aviation is an operational, or ,synoptic meteorologist (as contrasted
to the meteorologistrorking in theoretical or a lied meteorological

research). He or'slie is the forecaster who prov des the day-to-day; houV-

to-hour observations, analyses, forecasts, warn:gs, ana advice to pilots;

airport operators and airlines. She or he repo is weather conditions ex-
pected at airports, current conditions, and en route forecasts.

The meteorologist's main tasks involve the interpretation of meteorological

data provided by weather observations and instruments; At a small weather

station he'or she may carry on numerous functions such as: making outside

weather observatiOns, reading and recording data from weather instruments,

checking weather data coming in via a machine, drawing weather maps, plotting

the weather, providing forecasts, and advising pilots and other interested

parties. At larger stations, the meteorologist may specialize in one or

more of these_duties, relying to some extent upon computerized data in order

to produce a forecaat. She or he sends forecasts via teletype or telephone

to Flight Service_St4tions, airline dispatch offices; airports, and to

other consumers of weather information; Often the meteorologist advises
pilots personally when assisting the pilot in drawing up a flight plan.

Working Conditions:: The meteorologist works indoors, sitting or standing

at map tables while working on weather maps and charts. He or she readS

data fromweather instruments such as anemometers; thermometers, baro-

meters, theOdOlites, ceilometers, radiosondes, weather ballons, ete. The

meteorologist is able to operate a teletypewriter. At times,_she or he may

be required to work outdoors for short periods; checking weather instruments

and making observations: He or she may work alone at a small station or

with other meteorologists and meteorological technicians at a large station;

At airport Weather Service stations; he or she meets private, business, and

airline pilots; Meteorologistsrusually work a forty -hour Week. Overtime is

required when weather conditions deteriorate. Shift work is required when

a station is open 24 hours a day.. They may be required. to relocate to fill

Staffing requirements at anotherstation or to advande in grade;

Where -The Jobs Are The largest employer of Federal Government meteorolo-

gists is the National Weather Service. Several thbusand Weather Service

meteorologists work at approximately 300_stationascattered throughout:the

50 states; in Puerto Rico; in Arctic regioris, at_Wake Island; and at other

Pagific Ocean sites: Major Weather ServiceStations are located at airports

or in large cities; A smaller number of Federal GOvernment meteorologists

Work for the Air Force; Navy; Army; the FAA; and the U.S. Forest Service.
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The Weather Service also employs meteorological technicians to assist
Meteorologists. Most of the job vacancies for this position are filledby applicants who have received their technical training during activeduty in the_Armed Forces; The meteorological technician performs semi-professional and scientific work; calibrating and using instruments fortaking ,various kinds of measurements, observing; recording; COMputing;processing, classifying; and dis8eminating weather data

Wages_: The salary ranges from lbn annual starting grade of GS-5 to aGS-15. The starting salary i8 determined by the amount of OdUdation andexperience.

Opportunities for_Advancement:Ikmotion to higher grades depends uponeducation,_ ability work perfoiikince, and upon openings in jobs at thehigher grades. In-grade pay increases are made on the baSiS of experience
and satisfactory performance of the job. With an increase in grade comesincreased responsibilities as assistant chiif or chief of a Weather stationor region. A few high administrative jobs are available as vacancies occur.

Requirements To Enter The Job: One of the following two is required:

(1) A full course of study; leading to a bachelor's degree
at an_accredited college or university which has in-
cluded or been supplemented by 20 semester hours in
meteorology (including six semester hours in weather
analysis and forecasting and six semester hours in dy-
namic meteorology); and in additibh, differenial and
integral calculus and six semester hours in college
physicS.

(2) At least 20 semester hours in meteorology at an accredited
college or university which has included Six semester hours
in weather analysis and forecasting and six semester hours
in dynamic meteorology. Also;differential and integral
calculus and Six semester hours in college physics; plus
additional appropriate education or teChniCal experience
which when combined with the education preSeribed above;
will total fedr years of education or education and exper-
ience ThiS pre-professional background must be Of such
quality that it_provides a body of knowledge and abilities
comparable to that normally acquired through the successful
completion Of a full course of study deStribed in paragraph
one above.

Opport4nities For Training: More than twentyuniverSitieS offer bachelor
d(2qrees in meteorOlOy or equivalent; with others offering a major in
meteorology; Training as a meteorological technician is obtainable while
on active duty with the armed services or at somejunier/CommUnity
colleges or technical institutions. The Weather ServiCe operates a Technical
Training Center in KahS4S City for the purpose of upgraditlg technicians.
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Outlook For The Future: The science of meteorology is expanding and with
it increased occupational opportunities. The Weather Service expects to
hire at least 100 meteorologists with a B.A. cleliree each year to fill new
positions_and vacancies. Opportunities formilitarY careers in meteorology
are excellent and competent military meteorologist officers are given

opportunities_ to receive advance degrees.at government expense: At pre-

sent, the number of qualified students obtaining degrees in meteorology
are fewer than can supply future expected :demands Although the demand is

small, so few are entering the occupation that job opportunities are
available for the qualified applicant.

STATE 'AVIATION JOBS

Almost every state has an Aeronautics Department or,Coffimission that con-
sists of a small number of aviation-minded men and women usually appointed
by the Governor to make policies about aviation- activities within the
state. They are_not considered employees, as they are, paid only expenses
connected with their attendance at Teetings.

The Department of Aeronautics, however, employs some or all of the em-
ployees listed below.

Frequently, employees have dual responsibilities; especially when the
staft is small. Qualifications and requirements for these various jobs
are determined by state law; however, the top level employees (safety
officers, field service representatives and engineers) must have -exper-
ience and training in their specialty; Most all employees working under
state civil service enjoy retirement plans; social securityi low cost

group insurance, and medical service; In most cases; Department employees
work out of the office in the state capital.
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NAME OF THE_ JOB

Director

"STATE AVIATION JOBS"

NATURE OF THE WORK

Promotes aviation in the state; administers state

aViation regulations; represents the state at regional

meetings and directs the staff-of the Department of

Aerbriatitics.

ANNUAL

SALARY RANGE

$16,500 = $30,000

Deputy and ASs'iSt8 the Direotor.
$14,440 - $28,500

Assistant DAector

Administrative
. Handles the detailed routine op>, eration of the $12;000 - $18,500

Assistant Director's Office.

Pilots Fly state-owned aircraft as required, for example to take $15,000 - $28,000

the Governor to meetings.' (NOTE: Some Departments who

do not employ pilots require the Director, his assistant

or some other staff member to assume pilot duties,,

when %,:cessary.)

Field Service Is in direct contact wish aviation interests within, the $124000 - $21;000

Representative state, May be called 11 to explain proposed or new

flying rules, help with aircraft sound problems or assist

with an aviation education project.

Accountants and Maintain financial records bf the departMent and gather $13000 - $21;000
Statisticians , flight statistics about aircraft movements, registered

pilots, accidents;horuilfThic--

Stenographers, Carry on routine office duties;
I

$ 6-000 - $10000

Clerks and Typists

Engineers Civil, electronics; radio and other engineering Spediali- $16,000 - $37751

ties involved in planning airports andWrovements tb:_

airports; installing and supervising air navigational aids

operated by the state;
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NAME OF THE JOB NATURE OF NEM

Chief Planner Responsible for preparation of State's airport Systeit

plan and other planning activities;

Engineer Assist engineers in their work (draftSper8On, ett.)

Technicians (Aides)

Aeronautical Check compliance with state aviation regulations.

Inspectors

Aviation Education Carry out aviation education policies of the Depart-

Officers ment. Cooperate with schools in aerospace education

programs.

Publication Editors Are responsible for publication of newsletters, re-

leases, and other information of interest to pilots,

airport operators and fixed base operators in the state.

Safety Officers Promote aviation safety, such as conducting weather

seminars and other safety-type meetings for pilots.

Aircraft Mechanics Service and maintain state-owned aircraft.

Surplus Property Search out surplus federal government property that

OffiCerS might be useful to state aviation.
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o ANNUAL

SALARY RANGE

$15,000 - $31,000

$ 9,000 $17,000

$10,000 = $19,000

$12,000 - $23,000

$12,000 - $23,000

$12,000 - $23,000'

$12,0 - $21,000

$12,00 $23,000
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OUTLOOK FOR AVIATION- CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN GOVERMENT

The projected growth of air tfic increases the need for improved and .

accelerated aviation safety devices and practices. For example; with the
growth of air traffic; additional citieS_will qualify for FAA7opetated
control towers and increased airport_landing systems. This will require
larger numbers of air traffic contr011ets and technicians to service and
Maintain additional equipment. The expected growth in the production of
aircraft will call for Increases in the number of safety inspectors;bothat the production level a ,13 at airline overhaul bases and general aviationrepair stations. The increasing number óf general aviation pilots implies
a larger number of safety officers dealihq with flight instruction; flight
Sthbols, certification of air persons, and pilot_ proficiency. The expected
increase in electronic devices aboard aircraft will demand more safety
inspectors. It is reasonable to conclude that the outlook for all job__
categories in the FederalAviation Administration (with its primary mission
that_Of aviation safety) will be favorable ()Vet the next decade; and the
requirements for pilotsand for aircraft MeChanits for other 5.deral
government agencies is expected to increase.

The fUtUke of civilian aviation careers with the Military services is some-
Whatiincertain a demand is responsive to world conditions. The best pre-
dittiOns indicate at least a small increase OVet.the next en years.

EmpldyMent in aviation at the state government leVelis almost certain to
show an upward trend as aviation activities within the state grow -- More
airports,- enlargements of existing airports; more air ttaffici and greater

of_pilOtPi_etc.
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INFORMATION
CONTROL CENTER

113.
AIR ROUTE_ TRAFFIC.
CONTROL CENTER

AIRP_OHT
TOWER :

RPL)83
LANDING

Air traffic control towers; centers; and flight service Stations assist pilots from flight planning to takeoff to landing.
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